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“All those technologies make us anti-social...”
Technologies
Media
Share of individual reading or downloading online news, newspapers or magazines in Great Britain from 2007 to 2020
Proportion that use different sources of news/election news in the last week of campaign (general election 2019)

Source: Reuters Digital News Report
72% accessed at least one news website site during the campaign

16 minutes of news content read by the average user per week

But... news makes up just a fraction of time spent on the internet

Source: Reuters Digital News Report
Reach of specific websites during campaign

Source: Reuters Digital News Report
Reach and time spent with apps during the campaign
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% using for news

Source: Reuters Digital News Report 2020
% using for news
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The multimedia CMC (computer mediated communication) drives us to the so called Online Journalism
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A Menu for the Classroom in Online Journalism
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For several reasons (economic, political, social, cultural,...),
the online versions of news media tend to be produced online anchored in the type of media from which they come from.
The online news platforms (even the digital native ones) tend to follow a kind of ‘shovelware’ using, mainly, the type of resources they have in their offline versions. All the rest... is very often accommodate in a Multimedia Menu
In a short advice for my students, I use to say that
“all the reports for a news website are,
potentially, **Multimedia**”
When they go out reporting, they have to register text, video, photos in different formats, sounds, numbers, even if they only have a smartphone. We never know how are we going to use such information!
An example of an academic site from the 1st semester in the Journalism Integrated Lab / Online course

SATELITE
JPN-JornalismoPortoNet is an academic news site for all the students in the Journalism Bachelor and Master
Observador is the most known digital native news site in Portugal
Público is a reference portuguese newspaper with an online version
The Washington Post is a reference american newspaper with an online version.
The Wall Street Journal is a reference american newspaper with an online version.
The Guardian is a reference british newspaper with an online version.
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Thank you for your attention!
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